
AP Lit & Comp
9/5 & 9/6 ‘19

1. Finish overall poetry tips – G2

2. Discuss “All Watched Over By Machines of 

Loving Grace” and “There Will Come Soft 

Rains.”

3. Setting/characterization BNW 7-9

4. For next class



Poetry punctuation devices

 Enjambment is?  / Used for?

◦ the purposeful continuation of a sentence without a pause 
beyond the end of a line, couplet, or stanza.

◦ Can create a flow or the feeling of a long idea, or even an 
overwhelming feeling in the reader

 End stop is? (usually called end stopping)  Use?

◦ An end-stopped line is a poetic device in which a purposeful 
pause is created at the end of a line (sentence, clause or phrase) 
through the use of a period, semi-colon, or colon.

◦ Pacing:  end stopping slows a poem down, can also create a 
staccato, abrupt feel.  Sometimes used to limit an idea to one 
line or fit a specific poetic meter.

 The author of a poem is called?

◦ poet

 What do you call the main character or narrator of a 
poem?

◦ speaker



Other general tips

 Annotate in color (if you can use several colors 
and create a key, this can be helpful.)

 Look for independent clauses – sometimes it’s a 
good idea to box them; this allows you to see 
syntactical differences.

 Paraphrase:  try to put the poem into your own 
words – a few lines for each stanza.

 Try labeling words with a + or – to show positive 
or negative tone shifts.

 SHIFT happens:  watch for shifts because they 
always happen in areas of a poem where 
meaning is most important.

 Watch for conjunctions, and, but…these are key 
indicators of shifts.



And…

 The poem’s meaning is always more 

important than the terminology.

 Some terminology is important to know, so 

you can discuss the poem’s meaning, BUT 

it’s more important to know HOW the 

literary devices function and create meaning.

 Thus, it’s not necessarily significant to point 

out a simile, unless that simile somehow 

creates meaning in the poem.



Finally…

 Remember there’s no easy answers with 

poetry.

 It’s fine to have unanswered questions.

 Confusion is good, even though our society 

has taught us it’s not.

 In poetry, ambiguity and vagueness prevail.



FYI…

 Richard Brautigan (1935-1984) was an 

American poet and novelist, primarily 

associated with the counterculture in San 

Francisco in the 1960s. 

 His style is absurdist, satirical, and surreal.

 cybernetics - the study of human control 

functions and of mechanical and electronic 

systems designed to replace them



All Watched Over By Machines of Loving Grace
 I like to think (and

the sooner the better!)
of a cybernetic meadow
where mammals and computers
live together in mutually
programming harmony
like pure water
touching clear sky.

I like to think
(right now, please!)
of a cybernetic forest
filled with pines and electronics
where deer stroll peacefully
past computers
as if they were flowers
with spinning blossoms.



I like to think
(it has to be!)
of a cybernetic ecology
where we are free of our labors
and joined back to nature,
returned to our mammal
brothers and sisters,
and all watched over
by machines of loving grace.

Literal vs. figurative?

Does the title hold any significance or 

meaning?

What are the images in this poem and 

why might they be important?

What seems to be the tone of this 

poem, and how do you know?

Why use parentheses?  What does the 

poet seem to be accomplishing with 

this?

Overall meaning?



There Will Come Soft Rains

(War Time)

There will come soft rains and the smell of the ground, 

And swallows circling with their shimmering sound;

And frogs in the pools singing at night,

And wild plum trees in tremulous white,

Robins will wear their feathery fire

Whistling their whims on a low fence-wire;

And not one will know of the war, not one

Will care at last when it is done.

Not one would mind, neither bird nor tree

If mankind perished utterly;

And Spring herself, when she woke at dawn,

Would scarcely know that we were gone. 

What do you notice in this 

poem?

Why two line stanzas?

Title?

Where’s the shift?

How does Teasdale use 

sound in this poem to create 

meaning?

Connection to BNW?



Setting:  chapters 7-9

 Consider these questions and add to the notes 

around the room.

◦ Drastic switch in setting:  why?

◦ Place (why New Mexico?) What deeper meaning might 

there be in that location?

◦ What elements of the climate and/or landscape does 

Huxley choose to focus on?  Why?  To what end?

◦ Lighting?

◦ How is nature portrayed? Thriving? Welcoming? 

Foreboding?  

◦ How are buildings described? What’s the effect?



CHARACTERIZATION:  

CHAPTERS 7-9

 How is the character of John described?

◦ Begin by making a quick list of John’s traits.

◦ HOW does the reader know these traits? (What 

is Huxley using to show these traits to the reader?)

 How do these chapters further develop 

Bernard and Lenina?  Be specific.



FOR NEXT CLASS…

 Work through the four readings for “Ode to 

Science.”  Annotate accordingly.

 Head to Classroom and complete the 

essential questions for this thematic unit.

 Review chapters 10-12:  what’s happening and 

why? How is characterization progressing? 


